
Lauran Star CONNECTS 
WITH HER AUDIENCE  
like no other! She goes 
BEYOND THE PLATFORM 
as she engages, providing 
motivation and empowerment. 
If you want a Keynote speaker 
who is THOUGHT PROVOKING 
and puts herself out there for 
the audience to grab on to – 
LAURAN STAR IS IT!
— Diana Tracey, Johnson & Johnson

Lauran Star is a TRUE CONFERENCE PARTNER.  Her professionalism 
and breath of knowledge make working with her an absolute joy. 

She goes above and beyond what we expects from a speaker. 
LAURAN WAS IN OUR CORNER THE WHOLE CONFERENCE.

 —Chicago's Women Engineering Summit  

LAURAN STAR CREATES PROGRAMS LIKE NO OTHER! 
A leading Organizational /Diversity and Inclusion Psychologist, 
she is regarded as one of today’s most engaging speaker 
on inclusion and organizational culture. Lauran has over two 
decades of human resource / leadership experience with 
Fortune 100 STEM&F companies focusing on an organization’s 
most important business asset – their employees. She is known 
for uncovering blind spots to achieve optimal performance and 
enhanced retention.

Prior to founding LS Consulting Group, Lauran spent over 
15 years in the corporate culture holding several senior level 
leadership positions in healthcare and technology. Performing 
on Broadway in the late 1980’s and a retired member of the 
United States Armed Forces, as a trauma medic in Dessert 
Strom, she is true original. She understands the diversity and 
leadership challenges your organization is facing and has 
solutions that are based in real world application. 

From a full 60-90 minute keynote to a 15 minute flash point 
session with pivotal master workshops offered during your 
program, she is sure to meet your unique conference theme and 
needs. Lauran’s depth of experience and professionalism results 
in a conference loaded with high energy, creation of lasting 
connections, and a thinking partner who can stay alongside 
your attendees long after the close of the event reinforcing your 
message and increasing your conference retention.

Best-selling author, Lauran Star is 
ready to help you have a successful  
and impactful event. Contact her today!

603-606-1178

Lauran@LauranStar.com

www.LauranStar.com

Book Lauran
       for Your Event!

BEST
SELLING

Lauran’s
       Books

Watch 
Lauran’s 
Videos
1 2

1. youtube.com/watch?v=u9tZy8qVZ7Y
2. youtube.com/watch?v=NZjki2EfpKU
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DIVERSITY TRAINING 
Stopping the Blame Game 

Even though the U.S. spends  on 
average $8 billion dollars 
annually on diversity training, 
there is little understanding 
if it even works. Often times, 
employees who attend these 
programs walk away feeling 
blame or with some unconscious 
biases affirmed. What if you knew 
what works and what does not?

Lauran Star’s work in diversity 
has led to several research 
studies examining diversity 
training theory and real-world 
application. She guides your 
audience through an interactive 
journey to learn what it takes to 
create and deliver diversity/
inclusion training programs that 
will have your employees walking 
away with a shift in perspective. 
Armed with actionable strategies 
and Lauran’s tools and tips, 
attendees will not only improve 
inclusion, but strengthen their 
organization’s culture as well.

GENERATIONAL INCLUSION 
Building Better Workplace 
Relationships
Just when you thought the 
workplace had adjusted to the 
addition of Millennials, Gen Z is  
now fast approaching. Sure, 
companies can have five 
generations working together, but 
it can be a minefield! However, the 
office is NOT an “Us versus Them” 
arena and organizations that 
bridge the generations will 
outperform  those who do not.  

Lauran Star will have you laughing 
and gaining useful insight as this 
program examines boomers to 
generation Z:  what makes them 
great, what shaped them, where 
they struggle and how to 
effectively engage and 
communicate with them. Your 
audience will come away with a 
better understanding of what 
makes each generation tick, our 
commonalities, how to better 
coach and mentor, improve 
communication, and foster lasting 
relationships.

PIVOTAL INCLUSION
Creating Excellence in 
Organizational Culture 
Businesses are discovering that an 
inclusive organizational culture can have 
strong retention rates, higher overall job 
satisfaction and improved organizational 
health over those that focus solely on 
diversity. Yet, moving beyond diversity 
and focusing on inclusion can be quite 
challenging. Sharing what inclusion truly 
means, the organizational benefits, and 
initiatives that really work, Lauran Star 
gives your audience actionable tools 
and tips that can be easily implemented 
once back in the office. Though a touchy 
and difficult topic, Lauran will have you 
laughing as well as understanding how 
diversity initiatives can do more harm 
than good and will give attendees the  
low down on the dynamics of diversity 
to inclusion, such as:
● Show Me the Talent! Attracting & 

Retaining Your Right Talent
● Women of STEM

● The Inclusive Change Process

For a highly rewarding experience, 
pair Lauran’s book 
Pivotal Inclusion  
with her presentation. 
Bulk pricing available.

Lauran
       Delivers!

603-606-1178

Lauran@LauranStar.com

www.LauranStar.com

facebook.com/lauranstar

linkedin.com/in/lauranstar

Lauran Delivers Success!
       Connect Today:

Sitting in seat 4049 was like sitting in the 
first seat —LAURAN STAR is DYNAMIC, 
WITTY AND ATTENTION GRABBING with 
her stories and tips. Every one of the 4050 
member audience left ENLIGHTENED AND 
EMPOWERED today!

—Janice Kim, CA Leadership Initiative

EMPOWERED CLIENTS & 
REFERENCES INCLUDE
Johnson & Johnson
Partners Healthcare
Chicago Women's Engineering Summit
Women of Energy Summit
Infinidate Technology
MIT Leadership Initiative
Performance Management Summit 
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